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Abstract: An optimization procedure for minimizing the shaking force harmonics of machinery is
described. Because of constraints imposed by the specification, optimization is unlikely to make any
significant reduction in the fundamental, machine frequency, term of the shaking force. That term,
normally the largest, must be substantially reduced by other means for the procedure described here
to be cost effective. Earlier work describing methods of reducing the fundamental term are cited. An
extrusion press machine incorporating two planar mechanisms, one crank driven and one cam driven,
provides an example. Two designs of the cam-driven mechanism, referred to here as cams 1 and 2,
are in use in installed extrusion press machines. Harmonic analysis of the shaking force as a function
of time shows that cam 2 produces smaller amplitudes of shaking force harmonics. The ten variables
used in the optimization process are the amplitudes and angles of the first five terms of a trigonometric
series defining the acceleration of a reciprocating mass driven by a hypothetical third cam, cam 3,
which is similar to cam 2 but stripped of all harmonics of order higher than the fifth. The objective
function is the sum of the amplitudes of the horizontal components of the second to fifth shaking
force harmonics on the machine as a consequence of accelerations of the moving parts of both
mechanisms. Several equality and inequality constraints must be met. For the extrusion press machine
the result is a reduction in the amplitudes that would be created if cam 3 were to be used by
approximately 10, 75, 65 and 100 per cent respectively. The improvement over cam 1 is greater. The
procedure is particularly suited as a retrofit measure where the number of installed machines is large
in relation to the future rate of production of new machines: a cam that has been removed from one
machine can be re-cut for use on another machine.
Keywords: balancing, cam, harmonic, mechanism, optimization
NOTATION contra-rotating force vectors, the resultant
of which represents that term
hk , vk 2ak cos hk and 2ak sin hk; variables used ina0 constant term used in formulae for the dis- the optimization of cam 4placement of bearing I provided by cams
Ij centroidal mass moment of inertia of3, 4 and 5
member numbered jak half the coefficents of a finite (1∏k∏5) mj mass of member numbered jtrigonometric series, defining the acceler-
t timeation of bearing I provided by cams 3, 4
u normalized variable used in formulae forand 5; also the magnitudes of each of the
XI , VI and AI , the motion equations ofequal contra-rotating acceleration vectors,
bearing I, provided by cam 1the resultant of which represents those
XI , VI , AI horizontal displacement of bearing labelledcoefficients
I and its first and second time derivatives,Fk half the amplitude of the kth-order fre- namely velocity and accelerationquency term of the horizontal component
y function of h used in the motion equationsof the shaking force for the whole machine;
of bearing I provided by cam 2also the magnitude of each of the equal
h, v driveshaft angular displacement from the
start of the cycle and its first time derivative,The MSwas received on 10 August 1995 and was accepted for publication
on 30 December 1996. namely angular velocity
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hk angular displacements from the hori- frequency. In reference (3) it is shown that either of these
centres can be chosen arbitrarily and methods are pro-zontal, at the start of the cycle, of two
contra-rotating vectors of equal magni- vided for finding the location of the other centre once
the arbitrary choice of location for one has been made.tude representing the horizontal com-
ponent of the kth-order frequency term of The magnitude of the first-order frequency term will
almost always be the largest. There is usually space onacceleration of shaking force
the driveshaft itself to carry a balance mass that can
completely or partially balance the shaking force vector
1 INTRODUCTION that rotates in the same sense as the driveshaft. If the
unbalanced shaking force vector that rotates in the same
sense as the driveshaft can be substantially balanced inThe paper is concerned with the balancing of planar
machinery incorporating two or more mechanisms driven this way only one additional shaft is required—one that
carries a balance mass to cancel the unbalanced shakingsynchronously, at least one of which is cam operated.
The synchronization can be mechanical whereby cranks force vector that rotates in the sense contrary to that
of the driveshaft. Using the information provided inand cams are all driven from a single driveshaft either
directly or through gearing, or driven by independent reference (3) Davies and Niu (4) explain several ways
of balancing the shaking force and moment of cycleelectronically synchronized drives. A further restriction
is that all mechanisms share a central plane of symmetry frequency as a retrofit measure for installed machinery.
Added shafts carrying rotating masses to balanceso that the resultant unbalanced forces lie in that plane
and there are no unbalanced moments with components shaking force frequency terms that are harmonics of
cycle frequency are less likely to be cost effective. Firstly,parallel to that plane. Should this not be so then any
such moment components are ignored. this is because the amplitudes of those rotating forces
are smaller than those of the fundamental yet the costsAs bibliographies (1, 2) on the subject of balancing
testify, most attention has been paid to achieving partial of the retrofit are comparable. Secondly, unless provision
has been made at the design stage, there are unlikely tobalance by changing the shape of moving parts, hitherto
determined from considerations of strength and stiffness be existing shafts rotating at exact multiples of driveshaft
cycle frequency so that two additional shafts are neededalone, in order to relocate their centres of mass with-
out affecting their kinematic function. This inevitably as a retrofit measure. However, despite the amplitudes
of shaking force harmonics being smaller than those ofresults in moving parts having a greater mass than they
would otherwise have. Consequently, there is a trade-off the fundamental, their importance becomes of greater
significance if the shaking force of cycle frequency isbetween reduced shaking force, on the one hand, and
increased amplitudes of driving torque harmonics and balanced in the manner described in references (3) and
(4). This is because the benefit of balancing only the firstbearing loads, on the other. Furthermore, if, as is usual,
the dimensions and angles determining kinematic per- frequency term is gained from the higher production rate
that can be achieved by using a higher operating speedformance are chosen first, the design process becomes
an iterative one, often with disappointing results. For than is possible without such a balancing measure. This
higher production could be called the speed dividend.example, because the balanced set of moving parts
imposes greater bearing loads than they would in an The new higher operating speed might be limited by heat
generation, bearing life or internal vibration. Anotherunbalanced design, those bearings and their housings
need to be larger, and so more massive, than they would possibility is that the new operating speed will be
limited by the increased amplitudes of shaking force andotherwise be, and this in turn requires members of
greater size and mass to support them. moment of frequency terms of higher order than the
fundamental cycle frequency, the harmonics of that fre-To avoid increased bearing loads and driveshaft
torque harmonics, balance weights can be restricted to quency. These amplitudes will have increased because
they are proportional to the square of the operatingshafts that rotate at constant speed. Chiou and Davies
(3) represent the shaking force and moment as a series speed. It is this possibility that is the concern of this
paper.of frequency terms. They show that a frequency term of
order k can be represented by a pair of contra-rotating,
generally unequal, force vectors rotating at angular
2 NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATIONvelocity kv, where v is the driveshaft angular velocity.
Furthermore, the shaking moment about the origin is
also represented correctly if these force vectors both It is usual for the kinematic specification of the mech-
anism to prescribe the strokes of output members androtate about a fixed centre Ck, a location that is an
invariant of the machine. To balance such forces it is the maximum angular or translational displacements of
those members. It is also usual for the first-order fre-more convenient to use balance masses integral with two
shafts rotating about different centres: a generalized quency term of the displacement and its time derivatives
to predominate. If the masses of these output membersLanchester balancer for both forces and moments of one
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are also large then it is unrealistic to expect much, if harmonics attributable to the cam mechanism. Instead,
it is to so modify those vectors that they become, as nearany, reduction in the fundamental frequency term of the
shaking force by using that term in the objective function as possible, equal and opposite to those attributable
to the crank-driven mechanism, thereby causing partialto be minimized, either alone or in combination with
high-order terms. cancellation.
Ideally the appropriate time for such considerationsFurthermore, the experience of the authors is that
there is also little scope for optimization to reduce is at the design stage, but there are also attractions
in uprating (i.e. increasing the speed of ) installedshaking force harmonics attributable to crank-driven
linkage mechanisms. They believe that this is because, machinery at low cost. Numerical optimization has
been used to try to reduce the shaking force harmonicsfor a linkage mechanism, the number of design variables
such as distances between bearings that affect kinematic of installed extrusion press machines that are now
described.performance is finite, indeed small. The kinematic aspects
of the specification impose equality and inequality con-
straints that, in effect, reduce this number further. Also,
3 THE EXTRUSION PRESS MACHINEfor linkage mechanisms, the hyper-space occupied by
these design variables does not correspond closely with
the hyper-space of the variables from which the objective This machine has been described elsewhere (5, 6) in
greater detail than is required here. For ease of referencefunction to be minimized is formulated. Thus a set of
dimensional changes, constrained to satisfy the equality Fig. 1 shows, schematically, the components of the
crank-driven and cam-driven mechanisms, together withand inequality constraints of the specification, does
not necessarily make a significant change in the ampli- relevant dimensions, and the masses and moments of
inertia of moving parts. The crank-driven mechanismtudes of the frequency terms of the shaking force. Put
another way, the variables may be ill-conditioned for the drives a reciprocating ram, 5, that causes products to be
redrawn and then extruded. The cam-driven mechanismoptimization of the objective function.
In two respects important to this paper some cam- also drives a reciprocating part, 8, that holds down
the product during redraw. The only contribution todriven mechanisms differ from linkage mechanisms. If
the displacement of the part driven by the cam can unbalance not considered is the mass eccentricity of the
cam itself. The cam makes a small contribution to thebe expressed throughout the cam cycle by a continuous
trigonometric series then the acceleration of that part primary shaking force that can be eliminated by the use
of a primary Lanchester balancer; it has no effect oncan also be expressed by a trigonometric series. These
acceleration coefficients are exactly proportional to the shaking force harmonics, the subject of this paper, and
is ignored.frequency terms of the shaking force that the part creates
by its motion. They are perfectly conditioned, therefore, As explained in Section 1, by using FFT (fast Fourier
transform) analysis, the variable shaking force vectorfor the purpose of minimizing shaking force harmonics.
A cam mechanism driving a part having a motion can be represented throughout the cycle by frequency
terms. The frequency term of order k can be representedexpressed by a trigonometric series also differs from a
crank-driven mechanism in that there are an infinite in turn by two force vectors, each of constant magnitude,
contra-rotating at a constant speed that is a multiple knumber of variables, the coefficients of the series, that
could be used as design variables in an optimization pro- of the driveshaft angular velocity v. The information
required to define these vectors comprises two forcecedure. In practice, of course, numerical optimization
can only accommodate a finite number of such variables magnitudes and two angles. These angles are those
subtended by the force vectors to the horizontal at theand the optimization proceeds most efficiently when this
number is small. The first few terms of the series are start of the cycle. Simplification results from confining
attention to horizontal components of unbalancesuitable as generally they are of largest amplitude but
there is no upper limit to the number that could be used because the horizontal components of each frequency
term can be expressed by two equal contra-rotating forceexcept for computational costs. If the output member is
driven indirectly by the cam through one or more inter- vectors having mirror symmetry about the horizontal.
This reduces the information content to one amplitudemediate links then the contribution those intermediate
members make to the shaking force harmonics is clearly and one angle.
There is justification for confining attention to therelated to the trigonometric series expressing the
acceleration of the output member they drive. Thus while horizontal components of the shaking force for the
extrusion press machine. The output members 5 and 8the acceleration coefficients and angles defining the series
are not perfectly conditioned for altering the shaking reciprocate horizontally, the centres of mass of members
3, 4, 6 and 7 have only a small displacement verticallyforce harmonics attributable to those intermediate parts,
they are nonetheless well-conditioned. and although the centres of mass of members 1 and 2
have a large vertical displacement this is predominantly,However, the objective is not to minimize the contra-
rotating force vectors representing the shaking force and for member 1 entirely, of first-order frequency. As
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explained earlier, first-order unbalance must be balanced
by other means.
To avoid unnecesary computational effort it is
desirable to identify at the outset the contribution to the
horizontal components of the shaking force made by
parts driven by the crank, because this remains
unchanged throughout all subsequent optimizations.
This contribution is found by setting the masses and
moments of inertia of the parts driven by the cam to
zero. The frequency spectrum for the crank-driven mech-
anism (Fig. 2) remains unchanged whatever cam is used.
It is typical of a linkage mechanism that high-order terms
are absent; only the first five order terms are significant.
Attention is now focused on the cams and the parts
they drive. There are two cams in use in existing installed
machinery; they are referred to here as cam 1 and cam 2.
The motion they create is described next.
3.1 Cam 1: modified trapezoidal
The formulae that determine the horizontal motion of
bearing I, a fixed point on the output member 8 of the
cam-driven mechanism, are provided in the Appendix.
The displacement, velocity and acceleration of bearing I
for machines in which cam 1 is used are plotted in Fig. 3.
The contribution attributable to the cam-driven mech-
anism is found by setting the mass and moment of inertia
of members 1 to 5 to zero during FFT analysis. The
shaking force hodographs for the two mechanisms are
Length (m) Angle (deg) provided in reference (6); they are not shown here. The
xA=0 (xAB)ini=−26.21 hodograph of the cam mechanism is nearly a straightyA=0 BAG1=20.582 horizontal line, for reasons given above, with many over-AB=0.1651 CGG2=0AG1=0.0078 DCG3=0 laid points during the long dwell periods. The maximumxD=−0.4318 DCE=180 horizontal inertia force due to accelerations of members
yD=−0.3574 FEG4=0BC=0.4318 xGH=86.147
BG2=0.2159 HGG6=0CD=0.4238 IHG7=0CG3=0.1057CE=0.3591 Mass (kg)
yF=0.3937 m1=749.82EF=−0.3452 m2=34.25EG4=0.1726 m3=105.69xG=0.3377 m4=10.89yG=−0.3948 m5=40.03GH=0.7874 m6=87.54GG6=0.3607 m7=8.16yI=0.3937 m8=55.11HI=−0.3976 m9=50.80HG7=0.1988yG8=0.037
Fig. 1 The crank- and cam-driven mechanisms of an
extrusion press machine, relevant dimensions
and the masses of moving parts. Note that the
angle (XAB)ini is correct only for cam 1; for
cam 2 it is −53°
Fig. 2 The frequency spectrum of the horizontal com-
ponent of the shaking force for the crank-driven
mechanism only
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Fig. 4 Frequency spectra of the horizontal components
of the shaking force for the mechanisms driven
by cams 1 and 2
200
100
0
–100
–200
Fig. 3 The motion of bearing I on sliding member 8
using cam 1
6, 7 and 8 is about 16 300 N. Because existing parts are
designed for this force it is important that any new cam
should not be subjected to higher loads.
In contrast to the crank-driven mechanism, the fre-
quency spectrum for the mechanism driven by cam 1 is
rich in high-frequency terms, as Fig. 4 shows. It is
desirable to reduce these by using a cam providing con-
tinuous motion without dwells. Another cam, referred
to here as cam 2, also in use on some installed machines,
does this by employing lost motion and an air-operated
spring. Cam 2 is described next.
3.2 Cam 2: a continuous motion cam
Figure 1 and the accompanying data remain relevant for
cam 2 with the exception that angle (XAB)ini is −53°
instead of −26.21°. The displacement of bearing I and
its time derivatives are plotted in Fig. 5. The maximum
shaking force is reduced to 8000 N and Fig. 4 shows that
the frequency spectrum is a substantial improvement on
that of cam 1. The motion of member 8 provided by
cam 2 is expressed by two functions and there is a dis-
Fig. 5 The motion of bearing I using cam 2continuity in the slope of the acceleration curve at the
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instant when one function is replaced by the other.
Instead, a continuous trigonometric function is required,
and this is provided by the Fourier series for the motion
of bearing I found from FFT analysis. As Fig. 4 shows,
like the crank-driven mechanism, only the first five terms
are significant.
It was judged that a suitable objective function for
optimization would be to minimize the second- to fifth-
order terms, usually referred to as the first to fourth
harmonics. It should be remembered that the intention
was to drastically reduce or eliminate the first-order
(fundamental ) term by use of a generalized Lanchester
balancer.
Initial values for such an optimization are needed.
Instead of using cam 2 for this purpose a very similar
cam, cam 3, was conceived, which provides bearing I
with a motion expressed by frequency terms of order
1 to 5 only.
3.3 Cam 3: a truncated trigonometric series
The first step was to truncate the series defining the
acceleration of member 8 provided by cam 2 to leave
the first five terms. Because higher order terms are dis-
carded the displacement of I is not exactly that provided
by cam 2. In particular, cam 2 meets the requirement
that
XI=−0.0069 m and VI=0 Fig. 6 The motion of bearing I using cam 3
when h=0° (bottom dead centre)
and
the second to fifth frequency terms. Each vector of the
XI=−0.008 31 m and VI=0 triangle is one of two vectors of equal magnitude that
have mirror symmetry about the horizontal and contra-when h=120° (top dead centre)
rotate at angular velocity kv. The vector sum of each
of these pairs is a horizontal vector representing thewhere XI, VI are the displacement and velocity respectively
of bearing I and h is the crank angular displacement horizontal component of the shaking force at the start
of the cycle. The sides of each triangle represent thefrom the start of the cycle.
By leaving the truncated series for cam 2 unadjusted contributions made by the crank-driven mechanism,
the cam-driven mechanism using cam 3 and boththe error is insignificant, but it was deemed to be
essential that equality constraints should be met exactly mechanisms.
The objective of optimization is to alter the vectorsduring the optimization procedures that follow. To meet
these equality constraints the constant term and the representing the contribution made by the cam-driven
mechanism so that, for k=2, … , 5, those vectorsamplitudes of the first two frequency terms of the series
were altered very slightly to meet these requirements. (fine full lines in Fig. 8) are, as near as possible, equal
and opposite to the vectors (dashed lines) that areThe outcome is cam 3, with bearing I motion plotted in
Fig. 6. By comparing Figs 5 and 6 it is seen that the attributable to the crank-driven mechanism. The con-
sequence is that the magnitudes of their resultants (thickmain effect of truncation is to remove the abrupt change
in the slope of the acceleration curve for cam 2, which full lines) are minimized. These resultants, of magnitude
Fk , when added to their equal partners having mirroris evident in Fig. 5. The maximum difference in the dis-
placement curves is 0.356 mm and the corresponding symmetry about the horizontal, are the horizontal
components of shaking force of order k=2, … , 5. Atdifference in cam radius is 0.195 mm.
Numerical optimization was then used to reduce the the start of the cycle the magnitude of the horizontal
component of order k is 2Fk cos hk .second- to fifth-order terms of the horizontal shaking
force component for the whole machine. To illustrate Ideally, the authors would have wished to reduce
Fk to zero for each order k=2, 3, 4, 5, but numericalthe strategy graphically, Fig. 7 shows vector triangles for
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3.4 Cam 4: the result of the first optimization
The following is a summary of the objective function,
the variables, their initial values and the constraints
placed on them.
Objective function:
Minimize ∑
5
k=2
Fk
where Fk is half of the amplitude of the kth-order term
of the horizontal component of the shaking force for the
whole machine.
Variables:
vk=2ak sin hk(k=2, 3, 4, 5)
hk=2ak cos hk(k=3, 4, 5)
where 2ak and hk are the terms of the trigonometric series
representing AI . The remaining four variables, h1 , h2 , v1
and a0 (the constant), are used to satisfy the four
equality constraints stated in Section 3.3 when h=0°Fig. 7 Vector triangles for the second to fifth frequency
and 120°.terms of the horizontal component of the shaking
force using cam 3. Each term is represented, at Initial values:
the start of the cycle, by two equal contra-rotating The values of 2ak and hk for cam 3 are given in theforce vectors symmetrically disposed about the Appendix.
horizontal; only one of each pair is shown
Inequality constraints:
VI∏0 while 0°∏h∏120°
VI0 while 120°∏h∏360°
where h is the angular displacement of the cam from the
start of the cycle.
The outcome of optimization is cam 4, with a new
truncated series for the displacement of bearing I and
the time derivatives presented in the Appendix. The
displacement of bearing I using cams 3 and 4 are com-
pared in Fig. 8. Further details of cam 4 are provided in
reference (6) but not here because cam 4 proved to be
unacceptable. The fault was drawn to the attention of
the authors by industrial collaborators. It was that
the displacement of bearing I should not be less than
−0.018 52 m when the cam displacement angle is 35°.
As Fig. 8 shows, during the interval 0<h<120°, while
the cam follower is falling, the displacement of bearing I
is smaller using cam 4 than it is using cam 3 and the
requirement is not met.
This then was an omission from the specification that
had originally been assumed. It was necessary thereforeFig. 8 Displacement curves of bearing I using cams 3
to include a new inequality constraint. The opportunityand 4
was taken to review also the role of the four equality and
two inequality constraints used in the first optimization.
It was concluded that the four equality constraints areoptimization can only minimize one function and these
are four independent functions. We therefore chose to unnecessarily restrictive and that the specification can be
met without them, thereby enabling v1 , h1 and h2 to beminimize S Fk, k=2, 3, 4, 5, thereby implicitly giving
each of the four terms an equal weighting. Other weight- available as variables.
Another consequence of the review was that the twoings were subsequently tried but the results were judged
to be inferior. inequality constraints are amended and three further
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ones are added that guarantee satisfactory performance.
The second inequality constraint listed below corrects
the faults mentioned above.
3.5 Cam 5: the result of the second optimization
The following is a summary of the objective function,
the variables, their initial values and the constraints
placed on them.
Objective function:
Minimize ∑
5
k=2
Fk
where Fk is half of the amplitude of the kth-order term
of the horizontal component of the shaking force for the
whole machine.
Variables:
vk=2ak sin hk(k=1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
hk=2ak cos hk(k=1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
and a0 , the constant, is used to satisfy the equality
constraint
(XI)min=−0.083 109 m
Initial values:
The values of 2ak and hk for cam 4 are given in the
Appendix.
Fig. 9 The motion of bearing I using cam 5The single equality constraint is satisfied by finding the
lowest three values of XI generated, using a quadratic
polynomial approximation to calculate (XI)min , and then vectors for cam 5 is shown in Fig. 11, which should beby altering the value of a0 to satisfy the equality compared with Fig. 7.constraint.
Some alternative objective functions were tried but the
Inequality constraints: results were always worse. For example, the objective
function
∑
5
k=2
(k2)Fk
XI+0.006∏0 while −30°∏h∏30°
XI+0.018 52∏0 while h=35°
XI+0.081 67∏0 while 105°∏h∏135°
VI∏0 while 35°∏h∏105°
VI∏0 while 145°∏h∏325°
gave results that were inferior to those obtained using
equal weighting to each frequency term.
The fourth and fifth inequality constraints compelling
the displacement of member 8 to be monotonic during
The outcome is cam 5, providing bearing I with the forward and backward motion is one that is open to
motion given in the Appendix and plotted in Fig. 9. question. It is evident from Figs 9 and 12 that there is
a hesitation, but because of those constraints no reversal,
at about h=280°. This suggests that, without those
4 DISCUSSION inequality constraints, optimization would find a smaller
value for the objective function if a reversal in the dis-
placement had taken place. The authors judged that itThe benefits of optimization can be judged by comparing
the second to fifth terms of the frequency spectrum would be prudent not to allow this.
If the modifications result in loadings on parts thatfor cams 3 and 5, shown in Fig. 10. While substantial
reductions are made in the amplitudes of the third, are lower than those for which they are designed, as they
are in the example described in this paper, then consider-fourth and fifth terms the reduction in the second term
is limited to 10 per cent and, as anticipated, there is no ation might be given to allowing the mass of selected
parts to be additional variables in the optimization,change in the fundamental term. The triangle of force
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Fig. 11 Vector triangles for the second to fifth fre-
quency terms of the horizontal component of
shaking force using cam 5. Each term is
represented, at the start of the cycle, by
two equal contra-rotating force vectors sym-
metrically disposed about the horizontal; only
one of each pair is shown
Fig. 10 The frequency spectrum of the horizontal
shaking force amplitudes for the whole machine
using cams 3 and 5
subject to the inequality constraint that those masses
must not be reduced.
5 CONCLUSIONS
1. Optimization can only make a substantial improve-
ment if the masses of parts driven by the cam sum to
a substantial proportion of the total mass.
2. The kinematic specification, represented by equality
and inequality constraints, limits the reduction that
can be made to the frequency terms of lower order.
In the example shown here this is certainly true of
the first-order term and is substantially true of the
second-order term.
Fig. 12 Displacement curves for bearing I using cams3. The costs of a retrofit package involves the removal,
3 and 5re-cutting and replacement of a cam. If one new cam
is made for the first machine to be modified then the
cam that is removed from that machine can be re-cut press machine it is also necessary to install the air
spring used in conjunction with cam 2.for the next machine. Thus only one new cam is
required to upgrade the performance of a limitless 5. The cost effectiveness of a retrofit is difficult to judge
without trials because it is not possible to be certainnumber of installed machines.
4. If cam 1 is to be replaced by cam 5 in an extrusion of the greater maximum operating speed that will
C08795 © IMechE 1997 Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 211 Part C
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contra-rotating shafts of generalized Lanchester balancers.be possible following the improvements that are
Proc. Instn Mech. Engrs, Part C, 1994, 208(C1), 29–37.described in this paper.
4 Davies, T. H. and Niu, G. H. On the retrospective balancing
of installed planar mechanisms. Proc. Instn Mech. Engrs,
Part C, 1994, 208(C1), 39–45.
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APPENDIX
Motion equations for bearing I on member 8
There are five cams mentioned in the paper that drive member 8. The motion equations for each are summarized below.
Cam 1
The following are normalized equations describing the modified trapezoidal law for both the forward and backward
motions which are separated by two dwell periods:
Interval Displacement Velocity Acceleration
0∏u<0.125 KAu− sin 4pu4p B K(1−cos 4pu) 4pK sin 4pu
0.125∏u<0.375 KC2pAu− 18B2+u− 14pD KC4pAu− 18B+1D 4pK
0.375∏u<0.625 KC−cos 4pAu− 38B4p +pAu− 14B+uD KCsin 4pAu− 38B+p+1D 4pK cos 4pAu− 38B
0.625∏u<0.875 KC−2pAu− 78B2+u+ 14p+p2D KC4pA−u+ 78B+1D −4pK
0.875∏u<1.0 KCcos 4pAu− 78B4p +u−1D+1 −KCsin 4pAu− 78B− 1D −4pK cos 4pAu− 78B
where K=2/(p+2).
Cam 2
d2y
dt2
=A2732 cos 3h2 + 818p sin 3hBAdhdt B2XI=−0.006 909−0.0254y m
where, if 0°∏h∏120°, if 120°∏h∏360°,
y=3−
3
2C1−cos 3(h−120)4 Dy= 3(1−cos 3h/2)8 + 94A h120− sin 3h2p B
dy
dt
=C 916 sin 3h2 + 278p (1−cos 3h)Ddhdt dydt=C− 98 sin 3(h−120)4 Ddhdt
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where
d2y
dt2
=C− 278 cos 3(h−120)4 DAdhdt B2 k 2ak (m/s2) hk (deg)
1 21.63 150.92with y in inches.
2 23.46 −144.06
3 29.62 −136.36
Cam 3 4 10.34 25.25
5 6.99 50.06
XI=−0.045− ∑
5
k=1
2ak
(kv)2
cos (kvt−hk)
Cam 5
VI= ∑
5
k=1
2ak
kv
sin (kvt−hk) XI=−0.048− ∑
5
k=1
2ak
(kv)2
cos (kvt−hk)
AI= ∑
5
k=1
2ak cos (kvt−hk) VI= ∑
5
k=1
2ak
kv
sin (kvt−hk)
where
AI= ∑
5
k=1
2ak cos (kvt−hk)k 2ak (m/s2) hk (deg)
where1 23.86 150.13
2 19.66 −150.32
k 2ak (m/s2) hk (deg)3 18.00 −90
4 12.41 −30
1 21.57 155.475 5.33 30
2 26.70 −137.06
3 31.55 −127.55
4 7.52 90.54Cam 4
5 6.97 50.12
XI=−0.048− ∑
5
k=1
2ak
(kv)2
cos (kvt−hk)
VI= ∑
5
k=1
2ak
kv
sin (kvt−hk)
AI= ∑
5
k=1
2ak cos (kvt−hk)
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